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Summary. Let T be a topological space and letA be a subset ofT. Recall thatA is
said to be adomainin T provided IntA⊆ A⊆ IntA (see [18] and comp. [9]). This notion is
a simple generalization of the notions of open and closed domains inT (see [18]). Our main
result is concerned with an extension of the following well–known theorem (see e.g. [2], [12],
[8]). For a given topological space the Boolean lattices of all its closed domains and all its
open domains are complete. It is proved here, using Mizar System, thatthe complemented
lattice of all domains of a given topological space is complete, too (comp. [17]).

It is known that both the lattice of open domains and the lattice of closed domains are
sublattices of the lattice of all domains [17]. However, the following two problems remain
open.

Problem 1. Let L be a sublattice of the lattice of all domains. SupposeL is complete,
is smallest with respect to inclusion, and contains as sublattices the lattice of all closed
domains and the lattice of all open domains. MustL be equal to the lattice of all do-
mains ?

A domain inT is said to be aBorel domainprovided it is a Borel set. Of course every open
(closed) domain is a Borel domain. It can be proved that all Borel domains form a sublattice
of the lattice of domains.

Problem 2. Let L be a sublattice of the lattice of all domains. SupposeL is smallest
with respect to inclusion and contains as sublattices the lattice of all closed domains and
the lattice of all open domains. MustL be equal to the lattice of all Borel domains ?

Note that in the beginning the closure and the interior operations for families of subsets of
topological spaces are introduced and their important properties are presented (comp. [11],
[10], [12]). Using these notions, certain properties of domains, closed domains and open
domains are studied (comp. [10], [8]).

MML Identifier: TDLAT_2.

WWW: http://mizar.org/JFM/Vol4/tdlat_2.html

The articles [15], [16], [13], [5], [7], [14], [18], [6], [3], [4], [19], [1], and [17] provide the notation
and terminology for this paper.

1. PRELIMINARY THEOREMS ABOUTSUBSETS OFTOPOLOGICAL SPACES

In this paperT is a non empty topological space.
We now state several propositions:

1This paper was done while the second author was visiting the Institute of Mathematics of Warsaw
University in Białystok.
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(1) For every subsetA of T holds IntIntA⊆ IntA and IntIntA⊆ IntA.

(2) For every subsetA of T holdsIntA⊆ IntA and IntA⊆ IntA.

(3) For every subsetA of T and for every subsetB of T such thatB is closed holds if
Int(A∩B) = A, thenA⊆ B.

(4) For every subsetA of T and for every subsetB of T such thatA is open holds if IntA∪B =
B, thenA⊆ B.

(5) For every subsetA of T such thatA⊆ IntA holdsA∪ IntA⊆ Int(A∪ IntA).

(6) For every subsetA of T such that IntA⊆ A holds IntA∩ IntA⊆ A∩ IntA.

2. THE CLOSURE AND THE INTERIOR OPERATIONS FORFAMILIES

OF SUBSETS OF ATOPOLOGICAL SPACE

In the sequelT denotes a non empty topological space.
Let us considerT and letF be a family of subsets ofT. We introduceF as a synonym of clfF.
We now state several propositions:

(7) For every family F of subsets ofT holds F = {A;A ranges over subsets ofT:∨
B:subset ofT (A = B ∧ B∈ F)}.

(8) For every familyF of subsets ofT holdsF = F .

(9) For every familyF of subsets ofT holdsF = /0 iff F = /0.

(10) For all familiesF , G of subsets ofT holdsF ∩G⊆ F ∩G.

(11) For all familiesF , G of subsets ofT holdsF \G⊆ F \G.

(12) For every familyF of subsets ofT and for every subsetA of T such thatA ∈ F holds⋂
F ⊆ A andA⊆

⋃
F .

(13) For every familyF of subsets ofT holds
⋂

F ⊆
⋂

F .

(14) For every familyF of subsets ofT holds
⋂

F ⊆
⋂

F .

(15) For every familyF of subsets ofT holds
⋃

F ⊆
⋃

F .

Let us considerT and letF be a family of subsets ofT. The functor IntF yields a family of
subsets ofT and is defined as follows:

(Def. 1) For every subsetA of T holdsA∈ IntF iff there exists a subsetB of T such thatA = IntB
andB∈ F.

We now state a number of propositions:

(16) For every familyF of subsets ofT holds IntF = {A;A ranges over subsets ofT:∨
B:subset ofT (A = IntB ∧ B∈ F)}.

(17) For every familyF of subsets ofT holds IntF = Int IntF.

(18) For every familyF of subsets ofT holds IntF is open.

(19) For every familyF of subsets ofT holdsF = /0 iff Int F = /0.

(20) For every subsetA of T and for every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF = {A} holds
IntF = {IntA}.

(21) For all familiesF , G of subsets ofT such thatF ⊆G holds IntF ⊆ IntG.
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(22) For all familiesF , G of subsets ofT holds Int(F ∪G) = IntF ∪ IntG.

(23) For all familiesF , G of subsets ofT holds Int(F ∩G)⊆ IntF ∩ IntG.

(24) For all familiesF , G of subsets ofT holds IntF \ IntG⊆ Int(F \G).

(25) For every familyF of subsets ofT and for every subsetA of T such thatA ∈ F holds
IntA⊆

⋃
IntF and

⋂
IntF ⊆ IntA.

(26) For every familyF of subsets ofT holds
⋃

IntF ⊆
⋃

F.

(27) For every familyF of subsets ofT holds
⋂

IntF ⊆
⋂

F.

(28) For every familyF of subsets ofT holds
⋃

IntF ⊆ Int
⋃

F.

(29) For every familyF of subsets ofT holds Int
⋂

F ⊆
⋂

IntF.

(30) For every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF is finite holds Int
⋂

F =
⋂

IntF.

In the sequelF is a family of subsets ofT.
One can prove the following propositions:

(31) IntF = {A;A ranges over subsets ofT:
∨

B:subset ofT (A = IntB ∧ B∈ F)}.

(32) IntF = {A;A ranges over subsets ofT:
∨

B:subset ofT (A = IntB ∧ B∈ F)}.

(33) IntF = {A;A ranges over subsets ofT:
∨

B:subset ofT (A = IntB ∧ B∈ F)}.

(34) IntIntF = {A;A ranges over subsets ofT:
∨

B:subset ofT (A = Int IntB ∧ B∈ F)}.

(35) Int IntF = IntF .

(36) IntIntF = IntF .

(37)
⋃

IntF ⊆
⋃

IntF .

(38)
⋂

IntF ⊆
⋂

IntF .

(39)
⋃

IntF ⊆
⋃

IntF .

(40)
⋂

IntF ⊆
⋂

IntF .

(41)
⋃

Int IntF ⊆
⋃

IntF .

(42)
⋂

Int IntF ⊆
⋂

IntF .

(43)
⋃

Int IntF ⊆
⋃

IntF .

(44)
⋂

Int IntF ⊆
⋂

IntF .

(45)
⋃

IntF ⊆
⋃

F .

(46)
⋂

IntF ⊆
⋂

F .

(47)
⋃

IntF ⊆
⋃

Int IntF .

(48)
⋂

IntF ⊆
⋂

Int IntF .

(49)
⋃

IntF ⊆ Int
⋃

F .

(50) Int
⋂

F ⊆
⋂

IntF .

(51)
⋃

IntF ⊆ Int
⋃

F .

(52) Int
⋂

F ⊆
⋂

IntF .
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(53)
⋃

IntF ⊆ Int
⋃

F .

(54) Int
⋂

F ⊆
⋂

IntF .

(55)
⋃

Int IntF ⊆ Int Int
⋃

F .

(56) IntInt
⋂

F ⊆
⋂

Int IntF .

(57) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. Suppose that for every subsetA of T such thatA∈ F

holdsA⊆ IntA. Then
⋃

F ⊆ Int
⋃

F and
⋃

F = Int
⋃

F .

(58) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. Suppose that for every subsetA of T such thatA∈ F
holds IntA⊆ A. Then Int

⋂
F ⊆

⋂
F and IntInt

⋂
F = Int

⋂
F.

3. SELECTED PROPERTIES OFDOMAINS OF A TOPOLOGICAL SPACE

In the sequelT denotes a non empty topological space.
Next we state several propositions:

(59) For all subsetsA, B of T such thatB is condensed holds IntA∪B∪ (A∪B) = B iff A⊆ B.

(60) For all subsetsA, B of T such thatA is condensed holdsInt(A∩B)∩ (A∩B) = A iff A⊆ B.

(61) LetA, B be subsets ofT. SupposeA is closed condensed andB is closed condensed. Then
IntA⊆ IntB if and only if A⊆ B.

(62) For all subsetsA, B of T such thatA is open condensed andB is open condensed holds
A⊆ B iff A⊆ B.

(63) For all subsetsA, Bof T such thatA is closed condensed holds ifA⊆B, thenInt(A∩B) = A.

(64) For all subsetsA, B of T such thatB is open condensed holds ifA⊆ B, then IntA∪B = B.

Let us considerT and letI1 be a family of subsets ofT. We say thatI1 is domains-family if and
only if:

(Def. 2) For every subsetA of T such thatA∈ I1 holdsA is condensed.

Next we state several propositions:

(65) For every familyF of subsets ofT holdsF ⊆ the domains ofT iff F is domains-family.

(66) For every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF is domains-family holds
⋃

F ⊆ Int
⋃

F and⋃
F = Int

⋃
F .

(67) For every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF is domains-family holds Int
⋂

F ⊆
⋂

F and
Int Int

⋂
F = Int

⋂
F.

(68) For every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF is domains-family holds
⋃

F ∪ Int
⋃

F is
condensed.

(69) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. Then

(i) for every subsetB of T such thatB∈ F holdsB⊆
⋃

F ∪ Int
⋃

F , and

(ii) for every subsetA of T such thatA is condensed holds if for every subsetB of T such that
B∈ F holdsB⊆ A, then

⋃
F ∪ Int

⋃
F ⊆ A.

(70) For every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF is domains-family holds
⋂

F ∩ Int
⋂

F is
condensed.
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(71) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. Then

(i) for every subsetB of T such thatB∈ F holds
⋂

F ∩ Int
⋂

F ⊆ B, and

(ii) F = /0 or for every subsetA of T such thatA is condensed holds if for every subsetB of T
such thatB∈ F holdsA⊆ B, thenA⊆

⋂
F ∩ Int

⋂
F .

Let us considerT and letI1 be a family of subsets ofT. We say thatI1 is closed-domains-family
if and only if:

(Def. 3) For every subsetA of T such thatA∈ I1 holdsA is closed condensed.

We now state several propositions:

(72) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. ThenF ⊆ the closed domains ofT if and only if F is
closed-domains-family.

(73) For every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF is closed-domains-family holdsF is
domains-family.

(74) For every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF is closed-domains-family holdsF is closed.

(75) For every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF is domains-family holdsF is closed-
domains-family.

(76) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. SupposeF is closed-domains-family. Then
⋃

F is closed
condensed andInt

⋂
F is closed condensed.

(77) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. Then

(i) for every subsetB of T such thatB∈ F holdsB⊆
⋃

F , and

(ii) for every subsetA of T such thatA is closed condensed holds if for every subsetB of T
such thatB∈ F holdsB⊆ A, then

⋃
F ⊆ A.

(78) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. Then

(i) if F is closed, then for every subsetB of T such thatB∈ F holdsInt
⋂

F ⊆ B, and

(ii) F = /0 or for every subsetA of T such thatA is closed condensed holds if for every subset
B of T such thatB∈ F holdsA⊆ B, thenA⊆ Int

⋂
F .

Let us considerT and letI1 be a family of subsets ofT. We say thatI1 is open-domains-family
if and only if:

(Def. 4) For every subsetA of T such thatA∈ I1 holdsA is open condensed.

We now state several propositions:

(79) For every familyF of subsets ofT holdsF ⊆ the open domains ofT iff F is open-domains-
family.

(80) For every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF is open-domains-family holdsF is domains-
family.

(81) For every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF is open-domains-family holdsF is open.

(82) For every familyF of subsets ofT such thatF is domains-family holds IntF is open-
domains-family.

(83) Let F be a family of subsets ofT. SupposeF is open-domains-family. Then Int
⋂

F is
open condensed and Int

⋃
F is open condensed.

(84) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. Then

(i) if F is open, then for every subsetB of T such thatB∈ F holdsB⊆ Int
⋃

F , and

(ii) for every subsetA of T such thatA is open condensed holds if for every subsetB of T such
thatB∈ F holdsB⊆ A, then Int

⋃
F ⊆ A.
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(85) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. Then

(i) for every subsetB of T such thatB∈ F holds Int
⋂

F ⊆ B, and

(ii) F = /0 or for every subsetA of T such thatA is open condensed holds if for every subsetB
of T such thatB∈ F holdsA⊆ B, thenA⊆ Int

⋂
F.

4. COMPLETENESS OF THELATTICE OF DOMAINS

In the sequelT is a non empty topological space.
The following propositions are true:

(86) The carrier of the lattice of domains ofT = the domains ofT.

(87) Leta, b be elements of the lattice of domains ofT andA, B be elements of the domains of
T. If a = A andb = B, thenatb = IntA∪B∪ (A∪B) andaub = Int(A∩B)∩ (A∩B).

(88) ⊥the lattice of domains ofT = /0T and>the lattice of domains ofT = ΩT .

(89) Leta, b be elements of the lattice of domains ofT andA, B be elements of the domains of
T. If a = A andb = B, thenav b iff A⊆ B.

(90) Let X be a subset of the lattice of domains ofT. Then there exists an elementa of the
lattice of domains ofT such thatX v a and for every elementb of the lattice of domains ofT
such thatX v b holdsav b.

(91) The lattice of domains ofT is complete.

(92) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. SupposeF is domains-family. LetX be a subset of the
lattice of domains ofT. If X = F, then

⊔
(the lattice of domains ofT) X =

⋃
F ∪ Int

⋃
F .

(93) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. SupposeF is domains-family. LetX be a subset of the
lattice of domains ofT such thatX = F. Then

(i) if X 6= /0, thend−e(the lattice of domains ofT)X =
⋂

F ∩ Int
⋂

F , and

(ii) if X = /0, thend−e(the lattice of domains ofT)X = ΩT .

5. COMPLETENESS OF THELATTICES OFCLOSED DOMAINS

AND OPEN DOMAINS

In the sequelT is a non empty topological space.
Next we state a number of propositions:

(94) The carrier of the lattice of closed domains ofT = the closed domains ofT.

(95) Leta, b be elements of the lattice of closed domains ofT andA, B be elements of the closed
domains ofT. If a = A andb = B, thenatb = A∪B andaub = Int(A∩B).

(96) ⊥the lattice of closed domains ofT = /0T and>the lattice of closed domains ofT = ΩT .

(97) Leta, b be elements of the lattice of closed domains ofT andA, B be elements of the closed
domains ofT. If a = A andb = B, thenav b iff A⊆ B.

(98) LetX be a subset of the lattice of closed domains ofT. Then there exists an elementa of
the lattice of closed domains ofT such thatX v a and for every elementb of the lattice of
closed domains ofT such thatX v b holdsav b.

(99) The lattice of closed domains ofT is complete.

(100) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. SupposeF is closed-domains-family. LetX be a subset
of the lattice of closed domains ofT. If X = F, then

⊔
(the lattice of closed domains ofT) X =

⋃
F .
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(101) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. SupposeF is closed-domains-family. LetX be a subset
of the lattice of closed domains ofT such thatX = F. Then

(i) if X 6= /0, thend−e(the lattice of closed domains ofT)X = Int
⋂

F , and

(ii) if X = /0, thend−e(the lattice of closed domains ofT)X = ΩT .

(102) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. SupposeF is closed-domains-family. LetX be a subset
of the lattice of domains ofT such thatX = F. Then

(i) if X 6= /0, thend−e(the lattice of domains ofT)X = Int
⋂

F , and

(ii) if X = /0, thend−e(the lattice of domains ofT)X = ΩT .

(103) The carrier of the lattice of open domains ofT = the open domains ofT.

(104) Leta, b be elements of the lattice of open domains ofT andA, B be elements of the open
domains ofT. If a = A andb = B, thenatb = IntA∪B andaub = A∩B.

(105) ⊥the lattice of open domains ofT = /0T and>the lattice of open domains ofT = ΩT .

(106) Leta, b be elements of the lattice of open domains ofT andA, B be elements of the open
domains ofT. If a = A andb = B, thenav b iff A⊆ B.

(107) LetX be a subset of the lattice of open domains ofT. Then there exists an elementa of the
lattice of open domains ofT such thatX v a and for every elementb of the lattice of open
domains ofT such thatX v b holdsav b.

(108) The lattice of open domains ofT is complete.

(109) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. SupposeF is open-domains-family. LetX be a subset
of the lattice of open domains ofT. If X = F, then

⊔
(the lattice of open domains ofT) X = Int

⋃
F .

(110) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. SupposeF is open-domains-family. LetX be a subset
of the lattice of open domains ofT such thatX = F. Then

(i) if X 6= /0, thend−e(the lattice of open domains ofT)X = Int
⋂

F, and

(ii) if X = /0, thend−e(the lattice of open domains ofT)X = ΩT .

(111) LetF be a family of subsets ofT. SupposeF is open-domains-family. LetX be a subset
of the lattice of domains ofT. If X = F, then

⊔
(the lattice of domains ofT) X = Int

⋃
F .
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